Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter is in response to Military Construction, Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, accompanying the 2010 House of Representatives Report 111-188, page 16, “Collaborative Use of Martin Army Hospital.” The report requests the Department of Defense (DoD) and Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to submit a joint report to the congressional appropriations committees on potential collaboration at Martin Army Community Hospital (MACH) by January 29, 2010. The report encourages DoD and VA to continue ongoing discussions on collaborative use of the new Martin Army Community Hospital facility to be constructed at Fort Benning, Georgia, such as the sharing of resources and potential collocation of VA facilities.

DoD and VA welcome the opportunity to discuss how best to coordinate use of, or exchange health care resources. The goal is to improve access, quality, and cost effectiveness of health care provided by the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) and the Military Health System (MHS) to beneficiaries of both Departments.

Officials from the VA and MACH began conducting monthly meetings in January 2009. MACH and VA leadership have established a local DoD/VA Joint Executive Council to identify opportunities for increased support and shared services. This local council has looked at collaboration options such as potential placement of a Community Based Outpatient Clinic (CBOC) adjacent to the future MACH with connecting corridors; establishment of a VA CBOC in space currently occupied by a family practice clinic in the existing MACH, and lastly, a joint facility in North Columbus, Georgia. The MACH Commander and the Director of the Central Alabama Veterans Health Care System (CABACS) signed a Memorandum of Understanding for the coordination, use, or exchange of the health care resources of DoD and VA on August 25, 2009.
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The Honorable Carl Levin

Representatives from MACH and the CABACS are currently developing business case analyses for joint sharing of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and other ancillary medical services.

Your interest in this project is appreciated. Thank you for your continued support of this collaboration.

Sincerely,

Gerald M. Cross, MD, FAAFP    Date
Acting Under Secretary for Health
Department of Veterans Affairs

Allen W. Middleton    Date
Director, Financial Plans and Policy
Performing the Duties of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Health Affairs)

cc:
The Honorable John McCain
Ranking Member
The Honorable James H. Webb  
Chairman, Subcommittee on Personnel  
Committee on Armed Services  
United States Senate  
Washington, DC  20510  

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter is in response to Military Construction, Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, accompanying the 2010 House of Representatives Report 111-188, page 16, “Collaborative Use of Martin Army Hospital.” The report requests the Department of Defense (DoD) and Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to submit a joint report to the congressional appropriations committees on potential collaboration at Martin Army Community Hospital (MACH) by January 29, 2010. The report encourages DoD and VA to continue ongoing discussions on collaborative use of the new Martin Army Community Hospital facility to be constructed at Fort Benning, Georgia, such as the sharing of resources and potential collocation of VA facilities.

DoD and VA welcome the opportunity to discuss how best to coordinate use of, or exchange health care resources. The goal is to improve the access, quality, and cost effectiveness of health care provided by the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) and the Military Health System (MHS) to beneficiaries of both Departments.

Officials from the VA and MACH began conducting monthly meetings in January 2009. MACH and VA leadership have established a local DoD/VA Joint Executive Council to identify opportunities for increased support and shared services. This local council has looked at collaboration options such as potential placement of a Community Based Outpatient Clinic (CBOC) adjacent to the future MACH with connecting corridors; establishment of a VA CBOC in space currently occupied by a family practice clinic in the existing MACH, and lastly, a joint facility in North Columbus, Georgia. The MACH Commander and the Director of the Central Alabama Veterans Health Care System (CABACS) signed a Memorandum of Understanding for the coordination, use, or exchange of the health care resources of DoD and VA on August 25, 2009.
The Honorable James H. Webb

Representatives from MACH and the CABACS are currently developing business case analyses for joint sharing of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and other ancillary medical services.

Your interest in this project is appreciated. Thank you for your continued support of this collaboration.

Sincerely,

Gerald M. Cross, MD, FAAFP
Acting Under Secretary for Health
Department of Veterans Affairs

Allen W. Middleton
Director, Financial Plans and Policy
Performing the Duties of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Health Affairs)

cc:
The Honorable Lindsey O. Graham
Ranking Member
The Honorable Ike Skelton  
Chairman, Committee on Armed Services  
U.S. House of Representatives  
Washington, DC  20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter is in response to Military Construction, Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, accompanying the 2010 House of Representatives Report 111-188, page 16, “Collaborative Use of Martin Army Hospital.” The report requests the Department of Defense (DoD) and Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to submit a joint report to the congressional appropriations committees on potential collaboration at Martin Army Community Hospital (MACH) by January 29, 2010. The report encourages DoD and VA to continue ongoing discussions on collaborative use of the new Martin Army Community Hospital facility to be constructed at Fort Benning, Georgia, such as the sharing of resources and potential collocation of VA facilities.

DoD and VA welcome the opportunity to discuss how best to coordinate use of, or exchange health care resources. The goal is to improve the access, quality, and cost effectiveness of health care provided by the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) and the Military Health System (MHS) to beneficiaries of both Departments.

Officials from the VA and MACH began conducting monthly meetings in January 2009. MACH and VA leadership have established a local DoD/VA Joint Executive Council to identify opportunities for increased support and shared services. This local council has looked at collaboration options such as potential placement of a Community Based Outpatient Clinic (CBOC) adjacent to the future MACH with connecting corridors; establishment of a VA CBOC in space currently occupied by a family practice clinic in the existing MACH, and lastly, a joint facility in North Columbus, Georgia. The MACH Commander and the Director of the Central Alabama Veterans Health Care System (CABACS) signed a Memorandum of Understanding for the coordination, use, or exchange of the health care resources of DoD and VA on August 25, 2009.
The Honorable Ike Skelton

Representatives from MACH and the CABACS are currently developing business case analyses for joint sharing of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and other ancillary medical services.

Your interest in this project is appreciated. Thank you for your continued support of this collaboration.

Sincerely,

Gerald M. Cross, MD, FAAFP
Acting Under Secretary for Health
Department of Veterans Affairs

Allen W. Middleton
Director, Financial Plans and Policy
Performing the Duties of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs)

Date

FEB 26 2010

cc:
The Honorable Howard P. "Buck" McKeon
Ranking Member
The Honorable Susan Davis  
Chairwoman, Subcommittee on Military Personnel  
Committee on Armed Services  
U.S. House of Representatives  
Washington, DC  20515

Dear Madam Chairwoman:

This letter is in response to Military Construction, Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, accompanying the 2010 House of Representatives Report 111-188, page 16, "Collaborative Use of Martin Army Hospital." The report requests the Department of Defense (DoD) and Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to submit a joint report to the congressional appropriations committees on potential collaboration at Martin Army Community Hospital (MACH) by January 29, 2010. The report encourages DoD and VA to continue ongoing discussions on collaborative use of the new Martin Army Community Hospital facility to be constructed at Fort Benning, Georgia, such as the sharing of resources and potential collocation of VA facilities.

DoD and VA welcome the opportunity to discuss how best to coordinate use of, or exchange health care resources. The goal is to improve the access, quality, and cost effectiveness of health care provided by the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) and the Military Health System (MHS) to beneficiaries of both Departments.

Officials from the VA and MACH began conducting monthly meetings in January 2009. MACH and VA leadership have established a local DoD/VA Joint Executive Council to identify opportunities for increased support and shared services. This local council has looked at collaboration options such as potential placement of a Community Based Outpatient Clinic (CBOC) adjacent to the future MACH with connecting corridors; establishment of a VA CBOC in space currently occupied by a family practice clinic in the existing MACH, and lastly, a joint facility in North Columbus, Georgia. The MACH Commander and the Director of the Central Alabama Veterans Health Care System (CABACS) signed a Memorandum of Understanding for the coordination, use, or exchange of the health care resources of DoD and VA on August 25, 2009.
The Honorable Susan Davis

Representatives from MACH and the CABACS are currently developing business case analyses for joint sharing of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and other ancillary medical services.

Your interest in this project is appreciated. Thank you for your continued support of this collaboration.

Sincerely,

Gerald M. Cross, MD, FAAFP
Acting Under Secretary for Health
Department of Veterans Affairs

Allen W. Middleton
Director, Financial Plans and Policy
Performing the Duties of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Health Affairs)

FEB 26 2010

cc:
The Honorable Joe Wilson
Ranking Member
Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter is in response to Military Construction, Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, accompanying the 2010 House of Representatives Report 111-188, page 16, “Collaborative Use of Martin Army Hospital.” The report requests the Department of Defense (DoD) and Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to submit a joint report to the congressional appropriations committees on potential collaboration at Martin Army Community Hospital (MACH) by January 29, 2010. The report encourages DoD and VA to continue ongoing discussions on collaborative use of the new Martin Army Community Hospital facility to be constructed at Fort Benning, Georgia, such as the sharing of resources and potential collocation of VA facilities.

DoD and VA welcome the opportunity to discuss how best to coordinate use of, or exchange health care resources. The goal is to improve the access, quality, and cost effectiveness of health care provided by the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) and the Military Health System (MHS) to beneficiaries of both Departments.

Officials from the VA and MACH began conducting monthly meetings in January 2009. MACH and VA leadership have established a local DoD/VA Joint Executive Council to identify opportunities for increased support and shared services. This local council has looked at collaboration options such as potential placement of a Community Based Outpatient Clinic (CBOC) adjacent to the future MACH with connecting corridors; establishment of a VA CBOC in space currently occupied by a family practice clinic in the existing MACH, and lastly, a joint facility in North Columbus, Georgia. The MACH Commander and the Director of the Central Alabama Veterans Health Care System (CABACS) signed a Memorandum of Understanding for the coordination, use, or exchange of the health care resources of DoD and VA on August 25, 2009.
The Honorable Daniel K. Inouye

Representatives from MACH and the CABACS are currently developing business case analyses for joint sharing of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and other ancillary medical services.

Your interest in this project is appreciated. Thank you for your continued support of this collaboration.

Sincerely,

Gerald M. Cross, MD, FAAFP
Acting Under Secretary for Health
Department of Veterans Affairs

Allen W. Middleton
Director, Financial Plans and Policy
Performing the Duties of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Health Affairs)

FEB 26 2010

cc:
The Honorable Thad Cochran
Ranking Member
Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter is in response to Military Construction, Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, accompanying the 2010 House of Representatives Report 111-188, page 16, "Collaborative Use of Martin Army Hospital." The report requests the Department of Defense (DoD) and Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to submit a joint report to the congressional appropriations committees on potential collaboration at Martin Army Community Hospital (MACH) by January 29, 2010. The report encourages DoD and VA to continue ongoing discussions on collaborative use of the new Martin Army Community Hospital facility to be constructed at Fort Benning, Georgia, such as the sharing of resources and potential collocation of VA facilities.

DoD and VA welcome the opportunity to discuss how best to coordinate use of, or exchange health care resources. The goal is to improve the access, quality, and cost effectiveness of health care provided by the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) and the Military Health System (MHS) to beneficiaries of both Departments.

Officials from the VA and MACH began conducting monthly meetings in January 2009. MACH and VA leadership have established a local DoD/VA Joint Executive Council to identify opportunities for increased support and shared services. This local council has looked at collaboration options such as potential placement of a Community Based Outpatient Clinic (CBOC) adjacent to the future MACH with connecting corridors; establishment of a VA CBOC in space currently occupied by a family practice clinic in the existing MACH, and lastly, a joint facility in North Columbus, Georgia. The MACH Commander and the Director of the Central Alabama Veterans Health Care System (CABACS) signed a Memorandum of Understanding for the coordination, use, or exchange of the health care resources of DoD and VA on August 25, 2009.
The Honorable Daniel K. Inouye

Representatives from MACH and the CABACS are currently developing business case analyses for joint sharing of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and other ancillary medical services.

Your interest in this project is appreciated. Thank you for your continued support of this collaboration.

Sincerely,

Gerald M. Cross, MD, FAAFP  Date  Allen W. Middleton  Date
Acting Under Secretary for Health  Director, Financial Plans and Policy
Department of Veterans Affairs  Performing the Duties of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense  (Health Affairs)

cc:  
The Honorable Thad Cochran
Ranking Member
Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter is in response to Military Construction, Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, accompanying the 2010 House of Representatives Report 111-188, page 16, "Collaborative Use of Martin Army Hospital." The report requests the Department of Defense (DoD) and Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to submit a joint report to the congressional appropriations committees on potential collaboration at Martin Army Community Hospital (MACH) by January 29, 2010. The report encourages DoD and VA to continue ongoing discussions on collaborative use of the new Martin Army Community Hospital facility to be constructed at Fort Benning, Georgia, such as the sharing of resources and potential collocation of VA facilities.

DoD and VA welcome the opportunity to discuss how best to coordinate use of, or exchange health care resources. The goal is to improve the access, quality, and cost effectiveness of health care provided by the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) and the Military Health System (MHS) to beneficiaries of both Departments.

Officials from the VA and MACH began conducting monthly meetings in January 2009. MACH and VA leadership have established a local DoD/VA Joint Executive Council to identify opportunities for increased support and shared services. This local council has looked at collaboration options such as potential placement of a Community Based Outpatient Clinic (CBOC) adjacent to the future MACH with connecting corridors; establishment of a VA CBOC in space currently occupied by a family practice clinic in the existing MACH, and lastly, a joint facility in North Columbus, Georgia. The MACH Commander and the Director of the Central Alabama Veterans Health Care System (CABACS) signed a Memorandum of Understanding for the coordination, use, or exchange of the health care resources of DoD and VA on August 25, 2009.
The Honorable David R. Obey

Representatives from MACH and the CABACS are currently developing business case analyses for joint sharing of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and other ancillary medical services.

Your interest in this project is appreciated. Thank you for your continued support of this collaboration.

Sincerely,

Gerald M. Gross, MD, FAAFP
Acting Under Secretary for Health
Department of Veterans Affairs

Allen W. Middleton
Director, Financial Plans and Policy
Performing the Duties of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs)

FEB 26 2019

cc:
The Honorable Jerry Lewis
Ranking Member
Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter is in response to Military Construction, Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, accompanying the 2010 House of Representatives Report 111-188, page 16, "Collaborative Use of Martin Army Hospital." The report requests the Department of Defense (DoD) and Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to submit a joint report to the congressional appropriations committees on potential collaboration at Martin Army Community Hospital (MACH) by January 29, 2010. The report encourages DoD and VA to continue ongoing discussions on collaborative use of the new Martin Army Community Hospital facility to be constructed at Fort Benning, Georgia, such as the sharing of resources and potential collocation of VA facilities.

DoD and VA welcome the opportunity to discuss how best to coordinate use of, or exchange health care resources. The goal is to improve the access, quality, and cost effectiveness of health care provided by the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) and the Military Health System (MHS) to beneficiaries of both Departments.

Officials from the VA and MACH began conducting monthly meetings in January 2009. MACH and VA leadership have established a local DoD/VA Joint Executive Council to identify opportunities for increased support and shared services. This local council has looked at collaboration options such as potential placement of a Community Based Outpatient Clinic (CBOC) adjacent to the future MACH with connecting corridors; establishment of a VA CBOC in space currently occupied by a family practice clinic in the existing MACH, and lastly, a joint facility in North Columbus, Georgia. The MACH Commander and the Director of the Central Alabama Veterans Health Care System (CABACS) signed a Memorandum of Understanding for the coordination, use, or exchange of the health care resources of DoD and VA on August 25, 2009.
The Honorable Norm Dicks

Representatives from MACH and the CABACS are currently developing business case analyses for joint sharing of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and other ancillary medical services.

Your interest in this project is appreciated. Thank you for your continued support of this collaboration.

Sincerely,

Gerald M. Cross, MD, FAAFP  Date
Acting Under Secretary for Health
Department of Veterans Affairs

Allen W. Middleton  Date
Director, Financial Plans and Policy
Performing the Duties of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Health Affairs)

cc:
The Honorable C. W. Bill Young
Ranking Member
The Honorable Daniel Akaka  
Chairman  
Subcommittee on Readiness and Management Support  
Committee on Armed Services  
United States Senate  
Washington, DC 20510  

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter is in response to Military Construction, Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, accompanying the 2010 House of Representatives Report 111-188, page 16, “Collaborative Use of Martin Army Hospital.” The report requests the Department of Defense (DoD) and Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to submit a joint report to the congressional appropriations committees on potential collaboration at Martin Army Community Hospital (MACH) by January 29, 2010. The report encourages DoD and VA to continue ongoing discussions on collaborative use of the new Martin Army Community Hospital facility to be constructed at Fort Benning, Georgia, such as the sharing of resources and potential collocation of VA facilities.

DoD and VA welcome the opportunity to discuss how best to coordinate use of, or exchange health care resources. The goal is to improve the access, quality, and cost effectiveness of health care provided by the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) and the Military Health System (MHS) to beneficiaries of both Departments.

Officials from the VA and MACH began conducting monthly meetings in January 2009. MACH and VA leadership have established a local DoD/VA Joint Executive Council to identify opportunities for increased support and shared services. This local council has looked at collaboration options such as potential placement of a Community Based Outpatient Clinic (CBOC) adjacent to the future MACH with connecting corridors; establishment of a VA CBOC in space currently occupied by a family practice clinic in the existing MACH, and lastly, a joint facility in North Columbus, Georgia. The MACH Commander and the Director of the Central Alabama Veterans Health Care System (CABACS) signed a Memorandum of Understanding for the coordination, use, or exchange of the health care resources of DoD and VA on August 25, 2009.
The Honorable Daniel Akaka

Representatives from MACH and the CABACS are currently developing business case analyses for joint sharing of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and other ancillary medical services.

Your interest in this project is appreciated. Thank you for your continued support of this collaboration.

Sincerely,

Gerald M. Cross, MD, FAAFP  
Acting Under Secretary for Health  
Department of Veterans Affairs

Allen W. Middleton  
Director, Financial Plans and Policy  
Performing the Duties of the  
Assistant Secretary of Defense  
(Health Affairs)

cc:  
The Honorable John Ensign  
Ranking Member
Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter is in response to Military Construction, Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, accompanying the 2010 House of Representatives Report 111-188, page 16, “Collaborative Use of Martin Army Hospital." The report requests the Departments of Defense (DoD) and Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to submit a joint report to the congressional appropriations committees on potential collaboration at Martin Army Community Hospital (MACH) by January 29, 2010. The report encourages DoD and VA to continue ongoing discussions on collaborative use of the new Martin Army Community Hospital facility to be constructed at Fort Benning, Georgia, such as the sharing of resources and potential collocation of VA facilities.

DoD and VA welcome the opportunity to discuss how best to coordinate use of, or exchange health care resources. The goal is to improve the access, quality, and cost effectiveness of health care provided by the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) and the Military Health System (MHS) to beneficiaries of both Departments.

Officials from the VA and MACH began conducting monthly meetings in January 2009. MACH and VA leadership have established a local DoD/VA Joint Executive Council to identify opportunities for increased support and shared services. This local council has looked at collaboration options such as potential placement of a Community Based Outpatient Clinic (CBOC) adjacent to the future MACH with connecting corridors; establishment of a VA CBOC in space currently occupied by a family practice clinic in the existing MACH, and lastly, a joint facility in North Columbus, Georgia. The MACH Commander and the Director of the Central Alabama Veterans Health Care System (CABACS) signed a Memorandum of Understanding for the coordination, use, or exchange of the health care resources of DoD and VA on August 25, 2009.
The Honorable Solomon P. Ortiz

Representatives from MACH and the CABACS are currently developing business case analyses for joint sharing of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and other ancillary medical services.

Your interest in this project is appreciated. Thank you for your continued support of this collaboration.

Sincerely,

Gerald M. Cross, MD, FAAFP
Acting Under Secretary for Health
Department of Veterans Affairs

Allen W. Middleton
Director, Financial Plans and Policy
Performing the Duties of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Health Affairs)

FEB 26 2010

cc:
The Honorable Randy Forbes
Ranking Member
Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter is in response to Military Construction, Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, accompanying the 2010 House of Representatives Report 111-188, page 16, "Collaborative Use of Martin Army Hospital." The report requests the Department of Defense (DoD) and Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to submit a joint report to the congressional appropriations committees on potential collaboration at Martin Army Community Hospital (MACH) by January 29, 2010. The report encourages DoD and VA to continue ongoing discussions on collaborative use of the new Martin Army Community Hospital facility to be constructed at Fort Benning, Georgia, such as the sharing of resources and potential collocation of VA facilities.

DoD and VA welcome the opportunity to discuss how best to coordinate use of, or exchange health care resources. The goal is to improve the access, quality, and cost effectiveness of health care provided by the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) and the Military Health System (MHS) to beneficiaries of both Departments.

Officials from the VA and MACH began conducting monthly meetings in January 2009. MACH and VA leadership have established a local DoD/VA Joint Executive Council to identify opportunities for increased support and shared services. This local council has looked at collaboration options such as potential placement of a Community Based Outpatient Clinic (CBOC) adjacent to the future MACH with connecting corridors; establishment of a VA CBOC in space currently occupied by a family practice clinic in the existing MACH, and lastly, a joint facility in North Columbus, Georgia. The MACH Commander and the Director of the Central Alabama Veterans Health Care System (CABACS) signed a Memorandum of Understanding for the coordination, use, or exchange of the health care resources of DoD and VA on August 25, 2009.
The Honorable Tim Johnson

Representatives from MACH and the CABACS are currently developing business case analyses for joint sharing of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and other ancillary medical services.

Your interest in this project is appreciated. Thank you for your continued support of this collaboration.

Sincerely,

Gerald M. Cross, MD, FAAFP
Acting Under Secretary for Health
Department of Veterans Affairs

Allen W. Middleton
Director, Financial Plans and Policy
Performing the Duties of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Health Affairs)

FEB 26 2010

cc:
The Honorable Kay Bailey Hutchison
Ranking Member
Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter is in response to Military Construction, Veterans Affairs, and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, accompanying the 2010 House of Representatives Report 111-188, page 16, “Collaborative Use of Martin Army Hospital.” The report requests the Department of Defense (DoD) and Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to submit a joint report to the congressional appropriations committees on potential collaboration at Martin Army Community Hospital (MACH) by January 29, 2010. The report encourages DoD and VA to continue ongoing discussions on collaborative use of the new Martin Army Community Hospital facility to be constructed at Fort Benning, Georgia, such as the sharing of resources and potential collocation of VA facilities.

DoD and VA welcome the opportunity to discuss how best to coordinate use of, or exchange health care resources. The goal is to improve the access, quality, and cost effectiveness of health care provided by the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) and the Military Health System (MHS) to beneficiaries of both Departments.

Officials from the VA and MACH began conducting monthly meetings in January 2009. MACH and VA leadership have established a local DoD/VA Joint Executive Council to identify opportunities for increased support and shared services. This local council has looked at collaboration options such as potential placement of a Community Based Outpatient Clinic (CBOC) adjacent to the future MACH with connecting corridors; establishment of a VA CBOC in space currently occupied by a family practice clinic in the existing MACH, and lastly, a joint facility in North Columbus, Georgia. The MACH Commander and the Director of the Central Alabama Veterans Health Care System (CABACS) signed a Memorandum of Understanding for the coordination, use, or exchange of the health care resources of DoD and VA on August 25, 2009.
The Honorable Chet Edwards

Representatives from MACH and the CABACS are currently developing business case analyses for joint sharing of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and other ancillary medical services.

Your interest in this project is appreciated. Thank you for your continued support of this collaboration.

Sincerely,

Gerald M. Cross, MD, FAAFP  
Acting Under Secretary for Health  
Department of Veterans Affairs

Allen W. Middleton  
Date  
Director, Financial Plans and Policy  
Performing the Duties of the  
Assistant Secretary of Defense  
(Health Affairs)

cc:  
The Honorable Zach Wamp  
Ranking Member